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Student Loans Company
Installations, Moves and Changes
We supported our client Student Loans throughout a period of estate transformation
as they move towards a hybrid working model. Student Loans wanted to create more
collaborative workspaces, socially distance some workstations, relocate a number of
staff and implement COVID-safe meeting booths to provide a quiet space for staff to
take Teams or Zoom calls.

Furniture Moves
Heartwood gave pre-project planning support to the Student Loans estates team
then took the findings from these meetings to manage the logistics, delivery, and
installation of breakout and meeting furniture from across the Student Loans estate
to set up new hybrid/collaborative spaces. We installed a wide variety of
manufacturers products: from workstations, storage and complex meeting booths.

People and Filing Moves
Heartwood took all the stress out of the people moves for Student Loans. We utilised
our wealth of experience in the commercial moving industry to plan the project for our
client in incredible detail to make sure that the project was a total success once we
were onsite.
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Feedback
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Our Project Manager created a full move map for the project, detailing the existing and
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proposed locations for each individual and item moving. This was provided to the client

process”

to give them real-time data around their estate and the proposed project. We then
issued pre-printed move labels which matched the move map and arranged personal
crates, flight cases , bubble hoods and IT roll-cages for the safe transfer of all IT.

Our experienced and highly-trained office move personnel ensured everything was
removed safely and arrived as planned. This included the successful reinstallation of all
personal IT units on the end user desk and all filing and personal effects delivered to
matched locations in the new space.
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